Dialog and linking between TEI and other semantic models

TEI started a deep dialogue with other semantic models - i.e. CIDOC-CRM and FRBR/FRBR(OO) -, with the purpose of data interchange and in order to increase the digital editors possibilities to formally declare hermeneutical positions. If the TEI schema proposes most of the elements/attributes (and classes) useful to describe interpretation instances, other schemas as well as other value vocabularies and metadata element sets, could improve some potentiality of the model. On one hand other schemas could contribute to refine the function of some TEI elements; while on the other existing ontologies could enhance the interpretation effectiveness. The aim of this panel is to introduce 3 different approaches to documents representation, where TEI could draw some hints from other models. First the role of EAC (Encoded Archival Context) is studied in order to enrich the description of people, starting from the archival approach to context intended as the reading key for defining individuals’ roles and functions. A second aspect is the dialogue between TEI and the existing ontologies, with a special attention to the geographic data. Finally, the application of “semantic lenses” as an exploratory tool for annotated documents could open up the relationships between TEI and specific ontologies devoted to semantic publishing.

All these approaches adopt a linked data perspective, enriching TEI element with @ref, URI and the RDF model for assertions. Exposing TEI annotations as data sets could improve the interchange of both the schema, and the documents based on it, with other exiting data sets, enhancing the information retrieval possibility. Digital editions based on TEI could start a dialogue with the WWW resources in a global vision of heritage as a connection of cultural data where digital editions play a crucial role in the preservation of cultural memory as an interlink between literary texts, archival documents, museum objects and books.

1. TEI <person> towards EAC: the identity between functions and context

Francesca Tomasi (University of Bologna)

Among the main revisions of the P5 version TEI Schema, the section Biographical and Prosopographical Data [1] constitutes a challenging innovation. TEI decided to invest on the ‘person’ concept, defining a taxonomy of elements useful to describe individuals. In 2006 a special workgroup called ‘Personography’ was chartered “to investigate how other existing XML schemes and TEI customization handle data about people” [2] and a “Report on XML mark-up of biographical and prosopographical data” was published [3].

A fundamental approach to describing people is the unique identification of individuals and the enrichment of descriptions through features classification. However, we must never forget that people are strongly connected to the context in which they appear, performing activities; as a result, roles and functions, intended as individuals’ features, naturally change depending on the context, i.e. on the source that attests the individual. It’s therefore possible to state that: 1) some features are static over the time and they are theoretically constant with respect to context (i.e. birth, death, nationality, persName); 2) other features vary depending on date and place (i.e age, affiliation, education, event, state); 3) roles and functions (i.e. author, actor, editor, speaker) are elements that identify people based on the context.

We can then assert that a person is a complex entity, because individuals are connected to different phenomena typologies: some of them are unchangeable, some others depend on a time period, on a place or on the context, and are able to transform a string in a concept. With concept we mean an assertion originated from the relation between the elements necessary to provide meaning.

The element <person> in TEI could be associated to different roles or functions. Let’s consider a digital edition of a literary text. A person is, respectively: the one who created the digital edition - at the different levels -, the author of the analogic source, the editor of the printed version, the whole of individuals cited in the text. The concept of person extends its boundaries: although individuals are strictly related to the source, that provides the appropriate semantic background, they are also entities with a function able to connect the same person to different documents, or to other resources in general, and a person with other people that share the same role. Multiple relationships then arise:
between individuals, between a person and a document in which the person is mentioned and between a person and other resources.

This reflection links TEI to one particular XML schema that is EAC (Encoded Archival Context) [4] developed in order to formalize the ISAAR (CPF) standard (International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies, Persons and Families)[5] and now represented also as ontology [6]. EAC contributes to the reasoning on individuals, pointing out the importance of both the context and the relationships. The approach here described aims to extend the domain of digital editions to the archival studies one. The archival science declares the principle of the separation between the description of records (documents) and the description of people (corporate bodies, persons and families) [7], focusing on the context as a fundamental keyword. The same approach could be followed in TEI mostly, if the final aim is to expose data sets to be used by the Web community.

It becomes important to think of EAC as a schema able to suggest how to extend the concept of 
<relation> in TEI. EAC (CPF) is based on the principle of entity intended as corporate body, person, or family that manage relations – between entities and between one entity and a resource linked at some level - each of which is described, dated and categorized. Besides the elements connected to the “relation” principle (<cpfRelation> and <resourceRelation>), EAC describes the <function> element that “provides information about a function, activity, role, or purpose performed or manifested by the entity being described” on a specific date. The element <functionRelation> describes a “function related to the described entity. [...] Includes an attribute @functionRelationType” that could support a taxonomy of values [4].

A new model of authority record, intended as complex structure, able to document the context in which the identity is attested, could be therefore proposed: the authority is generated not only by the controlled form of the name, and the related parallel forms, but it is also the result of relationships that are born from the context to determine a concept.

Following the RDF model it's possible to say that an identified entity (URI) manages relationships (predicate) with different objects: another entity (URI), a place (URI), a date (URI), an event (URI), a contextual resource (URI), i.e. the document, an external resource (URI), that is another object related to the entity, because it shares the same role or function (i.e. the same actor, identified with a specific and controlled <persName>, involved in two different drama, covering a different function in two different time).

We could try to exemplify this procedure on an individual's responsibility: a contributor of a digital edition who, on a specific date, performed a specific activity. TEI metadata propose two places for the responsibility description (e <revisionDesc>):
<fileDesc><titleStmt><respStmt> <resp>,<name> <revisionDesc><respStmt> <resp>,<persName>

Each person is associated to a responsibility able to identify the function that the entity covered in that specific document, linking people to resource. The same person could cover the same, but also a different, responsibility in other editions; in this way relationships could be extended to other documents. Other individuals could be then connected to the first person because of the sharing of the same responsibility.

This process could be declared and exposed as data set with RDF and URI for the syntax and TEI/EAC for classes and predicates in order to build a collection of authorities of people that covered a role or a function in a certain time and in a specific context. Declaring connections as relationships, through the EAC model, a knowledge base of people, with a context-originated function, could be developed.

The digital editions open in this way the vision to the cultural heritage domain, defining connections between heterogeneous objects and “creating efficiencies in the re-use of metadata across repositories, and through open linked data resources” [8]. Linked Data describing persons acting in specific roles would be considerably improved by using specifications for these persons’ function using the context as interpretative key: “the description of personal roles and of the statuses of documents needs to vary in time and according to changing contexts [...] such roles and statuses need to be handled formally by ontological models.” [9]
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The first objective of the project is to set up a digital library that contains the works of Latin literature from its origins to the end of the Roman Empire (conventional date, the 476 d. C.). This stage involves the integration of various already existing repository of Latin texts of high philological quality, which will be integrated starting from their already existing TEI/XML encoding. Building a (someone could say “the”) global digital library of ancient Latin literature is a very important field where APA is working [1], where Gregory Crane recently called [2] to start working, and where the “Geolat” project too will build its global library, because the library is a pre-condition for all the subsequent activities. All the library texts will be encoded with a very light TEI subset of tags.

In a second phase the works so collected are analyzed at morphological level by means of a parser (that of Lasla of Liège [3]) so as to associate with each word its analysis / morphological description, which includes the identification of proper names. After that, by means of manual intervention, geographic references will be progressively encoded in a formal manner by adopting the TEI elements <placeName> and <geogName> (described in the TEI Guidelines in chapter 13 “Names, Dates, People, and Places”). Each occurrence of place names and geographical references will be identified by a URI
(using the @ref attribute) that will point to a formal description of the place in a formal ontology of the ancient Latin world geography (the traditional printed reference was and still is the Barrington Atlas [4]).
This ontology will be built ad hoc, reusing the data offered by the Pleiades gazetteer [5], and establishing relationships with other relevant geographic ontologies, where possible, such as Geonames. In general the ontology will be structured in a two tier fashion (following the tradition in DL ontology modelling): a T-box modelling geospatial classes of locations their properties and their relationships and an A-box with geospatial information about individual places and location. At this level the sites of antiquity will be associated with a variety of information:
- URI (and eventual links to URIS in other data sets)
- GPS coordinates
- different names, time frames of validity and etymology
- belonging to an itinerary (pilgrimage, military expedition, etc.)
- typology
- historical, geographical, cultural annotations
- links to other relevant Linked Data sets
A third level of modeling will be tied to the logical relationship between textual references (and their annotations by an encoder) and their referent in the ontology. In fact, you can easily detect that the textual context in which each geographical word (or phrase) is placed determines different modes of reference. From this point of view it seems necessary to introduce into the system an ontology of (geographic) annotations that can account for this variety of reference. In our work we will also discuss the various operational opportunities to formalize this information at the level of inline markup or through links to RDF statements in stand-off markup.
All the resources produced in our project, as he primary sources as the geographic thesaurus and the list of textual annotations that link geographic locations and places text (identified by URI) will be made available on the Web according to the principles of Linked Data, and will help to enrich the “Web of Data” with new content.
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3. Bringing semantic publishing in TEI: ideas and pointers
Silvio Peroni and Fabio Vitali (University of Bologna)
TEI has a full set of elements that can be used to describe facts about the publication details of a text, such as editionStmt, publicationStmt, and sourceDesc. A numerous list of sub-elements allows a zealous editor to provide a rich overview of publication aspects of the paper editions of the text, of this specific XML document, and of the steps through which an original source has made this XML possible. Several collections of allowable values for these elements exist, as thesauri, authority lists or simple value lists, that simplify the task to describe frequent or common situations, and that homogenize
similar occurrence in different documents of the same collection. In a way, we could characterize value
thesauri as *external aids to improve internal quality* of digital collections of texts.
In the last few years, a new discipline has arisen, *semantic publishing*, that tries to improve the
scientific communication by using of web and semantic web technologies to enhance a published
document so as to enrich its meaning, to facilitate its automatic discovery, to enable its linking to
semantically related articles, to provide access to data within the article in actionable form, and to
allow integration of data between papers [1,2]. Its main interest lies in the organization and
description of scientific literatures, trying to tame the incredible complexity of the modern scientific
publishing environment, both in terms of size and credibility of publishing venues, authors, research
groups and sponsors. For instance, SPAR [3,4,5] is a suite of orthogonal and complementary ontology
modules for creating comprehensive machine-readable RDF metadata for all aspects of semantic
publishing and referencing, each of them precisely and coherently covering one aspect of the
publishing domain using terms with which publishers are familiar. Together, they provide the ability
to describe bibliographic entities such as books and journal articles, reference citations, the
organization of bibliographic records and references into bibliographies, ordered reference lists and
library catalogues, the component parts of documents, and publishing roles, publishing statuses and
publishing workflows. SPAR ontologies have been already used in different projects such as *JISC Open
Citations Project* [6] – a database of biomedical literature citations, harvested from the reference lists
of all open access articles in PubMed Central that reference ~20% of all PubMed Central papers
(approx. 3.4 million papers), including all the highly cited papers in every biomedical field – and
*Semantic Web Applications in Neuromedicine (SWAN)* Project [7].

One of the main aims of semantic publishing therefore is to create a rich network of interconnected
facts about publications from which interesting patterns can emerge to discover, for instance, clusters
of similar publications, intrinsic values of publication venues, emerging trends in publication topics,
etc. In a way, we could characterize annotations coming from actual documents as *internal aids to
improve the external qualities* of digital collections of texts, especially regarding emerging
characteristics of the collections themselves rather than belonging to individual documents.
We believe that the combination of these aspects could be mutually beneficial both in the increased
quality of the individual documents, as well as in the increased quality and explorability of the
emerging properties of document collections.

Being able to associate a full set of related facts to individual values in individual elements of the
publication and edition details of the electronic version of a text provides the end user with a large and
interesting network of considerations that go well beyond the individual text, and using standard tools
from the Semantic Web may well allow reader to connect and exploit, for instance, the vast and
growing collections of facts that embody the Linked Data initiative.

The actual syntax for this mesh is not particularly relevant. What is relevant is that through some
syntactical mechanisms, it ends up being possible for an individual TEI document to feed Linked Data
new and interesting facts about the corresponding publications and the involved actors, and
conversely for Linked Data collections to enrich the amount of information about the publication and
the involved actors that is made available to the interested reader, directly or after explicit queries,
automatically or through the filtering and selecting action of an electronic editor.

The actual link between TEI documents and Linked Data resources is already feasible by adopting
particular techniques and tools. Mainly, there are two ways to enable annotations linking existing TEI
documents to Linked Data resources: either one embeds the annotation in the document itself
(*embedding* techniques) or the annotations are stored in a separate document with references to the
parts of the document each annotation refers to (*standoff* techniques). Neither the use embedding nor
the use of standoff annotations is wrong or correct on its own; each technique has its own pros and
cons that must be evaluated case by case before using them.

Even though many techniques have been devised in the past, usually the more technical solutions
address only the problem of how to store the annotations, without dealing with the meaning of the
annotations themself. In the case of embedded annotations, these solutions offer a generic way to
augment existing markup with annotations (e.g. RDFa [9]). In the case of standoff annotations, the
existing technical solutions provide a way to address content (e.g. EARMARK [10-11] and NIF [12]). In
addition to other approaches, EARMARK offers an extension [13] to actually express the meaning of
the annotation and allows one to easily link bunch of text in TEI documents to external resources. It
also provides a Java API [14] to support users in creating (even overlapping) annotations upon the same text, keeping track of provenance information such as the author who made the annotation and the time in which the annotation has been created.

The technical solutions are only one half of what is needed to annotate documents. The other half is the use of an annotation model and vocabulary. There are many such vocabularies available, ranging from very generic annotation frameworks (e.g. the Open Annotation Data Model (OADM) [15] or the Annotation Ontology [16]), to more specific frameworks (e.g. the Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF) [17], used to annotate the various linguistic features of a speech through its transcript, or Domeo [18], that describes annotations used to connect scholarly documents).
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